
Last time I was talking about the mods I made to my Mamod locomotive. 
In this article, I talk about my lathe and further modifications to the loco.  

People at the last meeting saw the loco in action on the modules. I thank 
you for your nice comments and suggestions. 

The day after, I decided to start to do some more mods to the loco. I took 
off some of the fittings so I could do some adapting. Following the 
suggestion to hide the regulator servo wires, I found some brass tube and 
cut a piece to length. I then painted it black and left it a couple of days 
before sticking onto the loco. This is so the servo wires have a bit more 
protection from the heat that the boiler creates. I then had a brainwave and 
thought about fitting the whistle back, being controlled by another servo in
the cab. However, the boiler bush is occupied by the water top up valve, 
but the challenge was how I could fit this elsewhere. So I took off the 
hexagon dome (cut a bigger thread) and made a new fitting which allows 
the valve to sit on top of the dome. Now in order to fit the whistle, I had to 
file the rectangular hole in the cab plate a little bit so that there was 
clearance for the pressure gauge syphon, which in the end I did not re-fit. 
After making a link piece from some wire, I used 2 part epoxy to secure 
the servo in the cab. 

Now I talk about my lathe:
The lathe I use is called an Emco Unimat SL. This is quite small, but for 
16mm it is fine. I have had the lathe since May and bought it from a model
engineering friend for a good price. Below are some pictures showing the 
process of making the fitting. 

1) The fitting was made from 3/8”
hexagon ,which is about to be faced.
The cut across the front trues up the
end.



2) The fitting after being trued up  across
the face.

3) With the part now true, I
begin to turn the part down to
the required diameter (5/16). 

  

 4) After turning, I cut the
thread 5/16 x 32 with a die. 

5) With the part now turned around
in the chuck, I used a centre dill.
This acts as a guide, so that the
bigger drill finds the centre.



6)Now I use a 7/32 drill which
is tapping size for ¼ inch
diameter threads.

7) The fitting with the hole drilled. 

8) The completed fitting now in place, after
cutting the ¼ x 26 thread for the valve. 

On the first steam test the fitting was leaking, so I put on an O-ring. This 
did cure it, but then it leaked somewhere else. In the end I swapped the 
safety valve round with the top up valve (safety valve on dome and top up 
valve in the front boiler bush).

The locomotive performed faultlessly at the last Bursledon outing, 
attracting much interest (and exciting Bryan), but needed a diesel to push 
one way as there was a slope. 

That's it from me, thanks for reading.


